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Good morning Anitia and fellow Hall Committee members,

At MDCA Executive meeting last night we discussed some of the problems MDCA have been experiencing with the
overhead projection system within the Bill Marris room.

We do acknowledge that there has been a slight improvement since the attachments have been simplified, however
additional strain has been placed on MDCA setting up for our guest speaker presentations has occurred since the
commencement of the Monday evening yoga class. This class does not finishing until 7.45p and it is then a rush for
them to vacant the room while we commence setting up to ensure our meeting to commences at 7p.

This short time frame has put additional pressure on our audio setup, even with Bruno coming to the hall earlier in
the afternoon to test run all the connections.

With our October public meeting however, the problems escalated to a new level. As usual Bruno did his test run
early in the afternoon of our meeting. However, in between this test run and our meeting four hours later someone
had been into the cupboard and removed many of the cables and if it had not have been for Reinhard, who was
present for our meeting, our guest speakers from TDC would not have been able to use the visual impact of the
projection system for their Tasman Environment Plan presentation.

From our discussions at our meeting last night, it appears the problems we are experiencing could be created by
hall users either not understanding how to link their device (whether it be to play music or to use the projector) to
the system or they are trying to link a device that is not compatible.

Not being able to rely on the projection system to work when it is required is extremely frustrating, especially when
our guest speakers have been told the system is available to them as an aid.

MDCA executive were wondering whether a future solution to this problem could be for the Hall committee to
provide a system compatible computer that is located within the locked cupboard with an external USB extension
for a flash drive to be plugged directly into it outside of the cupboard.

We feel doing this would hopefully avoid Hall users trying to connect incompatible devices into the system and
cause problems for other users that follow.

We would appreciate your feedback and whether there are any suggestions you can provide us with to help elevate
the problems we are experiencing.

Kind Regards

Marion Satherley

MDCA Chair
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